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VIRAL MEANDERINGS (8)
Since March our government has portrayed Covid-19 in war-like terms: valliant Brits battling this unseen enemy.
In practice, just as we have adopted many human activities which have decimated, and even exterminated,
other animals and plants in the pursuit of our own success, so the virus is just doing what viruses do. We
humans are not its enemy, we are merely collateral damage in its mindless attempts to be a successful species.
Over 60 years ago one of the set texts for my O Level English Literature was Shakespeare’s Henry V. The
prologue starts like this, although if you know the original you may just notice that I’ve made a few alterations
to make it more fit for our current situation – with apologies to the Bard.
O for a vaccination, that would ascend
The brightest heaven of invention,
A kingdom for a stage, politicians to act
And the public to behold the swelling scene!
Then should the warlike Boris, like himself,
Assume the port of Mars; and at his heels,
Leash'd in like hounds, should Covid, Brexit and their like
Crouch for employment.
Yes …. well! I’m not normally much of a fan of poetry, but I’m making an exception for this newsletter. If only
the last four lines were really an accurate picture of our situation. In fact, far from being ‘leash’d in like hounds’,
Covid and Brexit are well unleashed and threaten jointly to cause our society vast distress. We can only hope
that their combination doesn’t prove terminal.
Fortunately, a few pages later in the play, is a passage that even after all this time I can remember almost word
for word. The Archbishop of Canterbury is using the analogy of the organisation of a honey bee colony to
explain to the King the way in which England can use its collective skills to defeat the French. I was, and remain,
particularly fond of the ‘singing masons’ line. And this time I’ve presented it exactly as it was written.
For so work the honey-bees,
Creatures that by a rule in nature teach
The act of order to a peopled kingdom.
They have a king and officers of sorts;
Where some, like magistrates, correct at home,
Others, like merchants, venture trade abroad,
Others, like soldiers, armèd in their stings,
Make boot upon the summer’s velvet buds;

Which pillage they with merry march bring home
To the tent-royal of their emperor:
Who, busied in his majesty, surveys
The singing masons building roofs of gold,
The civil citizens kneading up the honey,
The sad-ey’d justice, with his surly hum,
Delivering o’er to executors pale
The lazy yawning drone.
I ought to apologise that our wildlife group newsletter has become a vehicle for my nostalgic poetic memories,
but at least the second passage is wildlife-related. Just be grateful that I haven’t really tested your patience by
quoting long passages from my other O level set text which was The Prologue to Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. I
can remember only the first four lines, which, if you can translate them, also have a wildlife theme.
Whan that Aprille with his shoures soote,
The droghte of Marche hath perced to the roote,
And bathed every veyne in swich licour,
Of which vertu engendred is the flour.
Wildlife, to my knowledge, is not given to poetic outbursts, although who knows what artistic inspiration flows
through the underground mycorrhizal networks that connect so many of our perennial plants. There does,
however, seem to be national agreement about the quality of autumn colour in the woods and hedgerows this
year. Near us the colours at Hedgeley Hall and those at Callaly are particularly eye-catching. Although I haven’t
been to look, I’m sure that will be true in places like Hulne Park as well. Undoubtedly this has much to do with
the weather conditions earlier in the year.
As well as the leaf colours the quantity and quality of the rosehips
ࢠ right) are very good. I was told
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on the hedgerow dog roses (࢚
today that this presages a cold winter. Actually, of course, it
reflects the ideal weather at flowering and pollination time this
past spring. I would also add mention of the good fruiting on the
Rowans except that the blackbirds have mostly stripped these
already. The other fruiting trees that seem to have bumper crops
this year are apples. Driving north on the A697 south of Milfield
there are numerous trees, which are more likely to be roadside
versions of the domestic apple rather than crab apples. All of
them are festooned with fruit.
One group of birds that benefit markedly from good fruiting of dog roses, hawthorns and apples are the
thrushes. As I write this in early November the flocks of Fieldfare and Redwing are becoming very obvious in
grazing fields where they find plenty of invertebrate food in the turf as well as the hedgerow fruits. Often the
resident Mistle Thrushes make a big noisy fuss when their favourite feeding bushes and trees are invaded by
the Scandinavian incomers.

Fieldfare

Redwing

Last month I mentioned Nuthatches that were visiting our bird feeders. Yesterday Jane and I walked the rather
muddy riverside path from Twizel Bridge out to the point where the River Till joins the Tweed. This is through
good mixed riverside woodland and there was one place where there was a lot of bird noise from what proved
to be a small flock of Nuthatches. There must have been six to eight of them, and this is not a species that I’ve
ever associated with flocking behaviour
On a walk last week on our local moorland there were quite a few flowers still to be seen at ground level if you
looked carefully. Tormentil still has some flower on the moor, while at slightly lower levels Dove’s-foot Crane’sbill and Common Stork’s-bill were providing little splashes of colour. On the yellow front, as well as an
occasional Creeping Buttercup and Dandelion, there is still some Autumn Hawkbit to be found in flower, which
is also true in the coastal dunes.
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Whether the warm, dry spring is the cause, the slopes around Shepherd’s Law to the east of Powburn have a
good display of grassland fungi this year. It has always been good for Waxcaps, but this year there are excellent
showings of various ‘fairy ring’ fungi as well. Unfortunately, there are also cattle and sheep on these slopes at
the moment, so many of the fungi get somewhat trampled and kicked about, but if you spend a little time
searching you can still find specimens in decent condition. The site itself, with its views across to The Cheviot,
is brilliant. The photo below was taken on 5th November. The Cheviot has a small cloud cap and the foreground
grassland has some of the mushrooms. The grazing animals have made themselves scarce!

Since I began drafting this article the new lockdown has begun, so all I can do is to wish all our members well
and hope that, even if belatedly, it proves to have some effect on the spread of the virus so we can hope for an
improved position by Christmas.
On the next three pages is an article lifted from the most recent BSBI News (the journal of the Botanical Society
of Britain and Ireland). I have the permission of the author and the BSBI News editor to reproduce it. My grateful
thanks to Andrew Branson and John Norton. It may just give some ideas to AWG members for a suitable
Christmas present for themselves or members of their families
Richard

NORTHUMBERLAND ESTATES BIRD SURVEYS
AWG has been doing these surveys since 2007. As well as producing data for the Estates, they
generate significant donation income for us. Unfortunately, our survey team has become quite
depleted in the last couple of years, to the point where we thought we might have to abandon
them.
Jim Clark and I are delighted to report that we’ve had a really encouraging influx of new volunteers,
so it seems that the continuity of the surveys will be secured. By the time you receive this
newsletter Jim will have made good progress in sorting out a rota for this winter season’s surveys in
November, December and February. This will involve a total of 22 visits to the nine different sites.
We should like to thank those who’ve come forward (or have allowed their arms to be twisted) and
we hope they will enjoy their involvement for years to come.

KARTONG BIRD OBSERVATORY – THE GAMBIA
Phil Hanmer, who writes our regular bird ringing articles, has been involved with this bird observatory in The
Gambia for some time. Their research has direct relevance to some of the summer bird populations in Britain
because success or failure for a species is often affected by what happens to them in their winter quarters in
West Africa. Phil recently had this email from Roger Walsh who is part of the regular team of researchers at
Kartong.
Phil’s message to AWG members is:
This is not really an appeal for money (but by all means send something if you want to support ornithology
research), but rather a hopeful report on the Kartong Bird Observatory. This Bird Observatory (and they study
other Natural History as well) is a joint UK/Gambian operation which normally accepts
Naturalists/Birders/Ringers from all over the world to support its work. This year its only visitors were on one
expedition to ring birds in January. I was lucky enough to be on that rather special holiday of which mention is
made below.
I HOPE READERS FIND IT INTERESTING.
Like everyone across the world, Kartong Bird Observatory has been impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic.
However, we have a number of positive stories to share from the past year and, as KBO supporters, we thought
you might like to hear about them.
At the beginning of the year, our January ringing expedition was a great success with an unbelievable 3035 birds
of 141 species captured and processed, remarkable too given that the proportion of weavers was lower than
usual. It was testament to a physically strong and experienced team that we were able to do this, but the water
levels on the quarry also played a part and allowed us to catch an amazing 8 species of heron/egret. The efforts
on the wetland also saw us accidentally catching 3 Western Ospreys that were coming down to drink - one of
these was a colour-ringed bird, Blue-LJ2, originally ringed in Argyll in
July 2018 and then seen in June this year at the Cors Dyfi nest in midWales. Blue-cheeked Bee-eaters were very much in evidence during
the trip and out of a total of 210 caught, 4 of them had been ringed
by us before. A second Northern Carmine Bee-eater (࢙ right) was
captured, following the first ringed in January 2019. The water levels
also concentrated numbers of hirundines and of 5 species we
caught, two were new species to be ringed at KBO - Fanti-Saw Wing
and Red-breasted Swallow. We were able to deploy geolocators on
another two adult Nightingales making a total of six tagged in
Kartong on the combined winter 2019/20 trips. More importantly,
the fourth of five geolocators deployed in winter 2018/19 was retrieved. Another 10 Hooded Vultures were
wing-tagged and colour-ringed and the team have continued to report hundreds of sightings from the
Observatory and more widely around the local area all year. Some of these reports of older birds are still
wearing the original wing tags fitted on the 2010 expedition
Despite Colin and the rest of us not being in Kartong or able to visit, our dedicated local team has continued all
of the survey work since we left and, now the rains have stopped, have started a series of weekly ringing
sessions. We are pleased to report that we now have five staff members employed by the Observatory: Dembo,
Michael, Emmanuel, Naffie and John. We have been able to get sponsorship from The Otter Trust and
Kirkleatham Owl Sanctuary to help fund their wages for the next year and have been proud to give them all the
title of KBO Research Assistants
There have been many highlights from the last year, perhaps the best being that Dembo has been awarded a
fully-funded MAVA Scholarship for Young Conservation Leaders to study at the School of Wildlife Conservation,
African Leadership University in Kigali and has already started the online training before he moves to Rwanda
in January 2021. The team have been devoting significant time to undertaking Nightingale transects for

recording arrival and departure times, as well as mapping all the winter territories. They have been given
permission to carry out ringing sessions with the aim of retrieving the geolocators fitted in the last two winters.
The survey effort continues with regular visits to the Berracunto beach and fishing village counting the gulls,
terns and waders and recording colour ringed birds.
The KBO team now regularly meets up with other Gambian birders and visits various local reserves and habitats,
recording their sightings using the BTO BirdTrack app. On one of these trips the group made the fantastic find
of a small group of Capuchin Babblers in a patch of forest at Gunjur, a species which is commonly found further
south in West Africa. With this wider group of wildlife enthusiasts, they organised a week travelling inland in
September and we were glad to support them financially, through donations from the Otter Trust. The trip was
a great success with less-experienced members of the group learning from the expert bird guides and over 200
species being seen in total.
This November was going to see a major, extended expedition to celebrate 10 years since the inception of KBO,
with 30 people joining us in Kartong at some point during the month. This has obviously not been possible but
we have still been able to mark the occasion with a special anniversary logo used on a variety of clothing, and
we will hold our celebrations next time we are able to be in Kartong
We are now looking to the future and wish to invest in the excellent KBO research team working so hard in The
Gambia all year round. This will mean we are able to develop their skills and knowledge, inspire more youngsters
to become interested in our work and, of course, to protect the wildlife and unique habitat around Kartong. We
want to ensure that each member of the Gambian team has a quality pair of binoculars, suitable clothing for
the harsh conditions in the bush and appropriate footwear for the work they are doing. We would also like to
purchase another digital camera to help the survey work they are undertaking recording colour ringed birds
and other important observations. Usually we would be able to fund equipment and gear like this from our
winter expeditions but in this exceptional year this has not been possible. Therefore, we are asking if you, the
long-term supporters of KBO, would consider making a donation towards our fundraising appeal? We fully
understand that times are very hard for many people so there is no compulsion to donate anything. However,
if you are able to contribute, any small amount would be hugely welcomed by us and by Dembo, Michael,
Emmanuel, Naffie, John and Mikel (our upriver Vulture Assistant).
Kartong Bird Observatory Sort Code 30-98-58 Account 16389768
We are supremely lucky to have a dedicated, organised and well-trained team able to continue the survey
recording, scientific research and conservation efforts of the Observatory through these difficult times. With
your help we hope to be able to fully equip them with all they need to carry out their work. We will continue to
share the exciting news from KBO operations over the coming months with you all by email and on our facebook
page.
Many thanks and best wishes, Roger - on behalf of the whole Kartong Bird Observatory team
Kartong Mission statement
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Study bird populations and migration.
Carry out bird ringing and other appropriate techniques to provide data on
local bird communities.
Improve public awareness and understanding of the environmental and
economic benefits of biodiversity conservation.
Analyse and publish scientific results
Provide data to The Gambian Department of Parks and Wildlife
Management (DPWM) and other conservation organisations.
Liaise with NGOs, bird ringers, naturalists, and bird watchers to help
protect Kartong Wetlands.
To provide educational resources demonstrations and training
opportunities to build research capacity in The Gambia.
Record all fauna and flora occurring at Kartong.

What field guide should I buy?

I

was rummaging through some boxes of books at
an auction house recently and came upon a hoard
of botanical books, some leatherbound, others, as
they say, in their original dust wrappers. There were
‘guides’ dating back to the 18th century, illustrated
with wonderful engravings, nestled in amongst
modern floras and field guides. Why would anyone
want so many books? Yes, they were wonderful to
look at and hold but the truth is that most people who
enjoy plants in the wild refer to a limited hierarchy
of works, both to confirm their identifications and
also to learn more about the context of their
discoveries. Today’s budding field botanist has an
apparently bewildering array of guides and floras
to choose from. There are, however, a core of books
which most people use. Several of these have been
around for some time. However, it is worth buying
the latest editions as these will include recent changes
in taxonomy, new species and distributions. But note
that none of the current editions of the popular field
guides include the latest scientific name changes
from the fourth edition of Stace’s New Flora of the
British Isles, published in 2019 (see below).
The way our field guides look is essentially a result
of the phenomenal success of the bird guides of the
20th century, with their winning formula of artwork
plates on one side of the spread and descriptions,
with maps, on the other. The problem is that there
are many more plants than birds. For example, a bird
guide covering the British Isles may include around
500 species, but Collins Wild Flower Guide has 1,900
species and Stace’s New Flora includes about 5,000
taxa. Trying to accommodate this dilemma has
resulted in a number of different approaches from
publishers. An obvious solution is to either include
only common species or to exclude less colourful
plants, such as grasses, sedges and ferns. However,
it is important to bear in mind that the way we use

field guides is to compare and contrast the plant in
front of us with the text, illustrations and keys in a
guide. If the range of species covered is limited, often
because of lack of space, then there is the danger of
trying to ‘fit’ the plant to the available information
and coming up with the wrong identification. This
can be a real problem for those who run recording
schemes. But, if the book is more comprehensive, the
guide can become too heavy to carry, thus defeating
its prime purpose of taking the book to the plant
(Collins Wild Flower Guide is about 1.2kg!). These
‘bricks’ can be heavy to carry around in the field –
expect a generation of botanists with back problems!

Field guides to consider
Bearing in mind the above, five currently available
guides are worth considering. Three are illustrated
with artworks and two with photographs. Here is a
quick look at these.
Artwork field guides

The Wild Flower Key by Francis Rose, updated and
revised by Clare O’Reilly in 2006, combines a clever
use of keys and descriptions, with important features
highlighted, and has a useful key to plants not in
flower. This is a guide that has been used by many
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over the decades (the 1st edition was in 1981) and
is still widely recommended. Its drawbacks are that
its artwork is uneven (the 2006 edition, however,
includes some excellent line drawings of finer details)
and that it doesn’t cover grasses, sedges and ferns.
Collins Wild Flower Guide (2nd edition, 2016) by
David Streeter is far more comprehensive, giving

the range of features illustrated is good. It manages
to pack a lot of information into its 492 pages.
Photographic field guides

There are only two guides which use photographs
that have a reasonably comprehensive approach.
Harrap’s Wild Flowers by Simon Harrap, first
published in 2013, has a clear layout and includes a
map (based on the BSBI database), short description
and photographs of each of the 930 or so species it
includes. The presentation means that despite its
417 pages it does not cover the grasses, sedges and
ferns. The 2,000 photos have been carefully selected
and complement other guides. There are no keys.

equal weight to all the groups, but comes in at 704
pages. It also has an effective mix of keys and
descriptions. However, the artwork is again uneven,
although unlike The Wild Flower Key, most species
are illustrated in full.
Wild Flowers of Britain and Ireland (2nd edition,
2013) by Marjorie Blamey, Richard Fitter and
Collins Complete Guide to British Wild Flowers by Paul
Sterry (2006), from his Collins series, manages to

Alistair Fitter, like the Collins guide, covers all the
groups, and even has thumbnail-sized distribution
maps. The descriptions are rather brief and the use
of keys is not as good as in the previous two books.
Blamey’s artwork can be a little too colourful, but
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include a lot in its 304 pages, describing and
illustrating more than 1,000 species, including a
good range of grasses, sedges and rushes. In addition,

100 rarer species from various ‘botanical hotspots’
are described and illustrated. The layout follows the
‘text with facing plates’ formula, but details such as
fruits and leaves of some species are included on
the text page; there are ‘thumbnail’ maps in the
margin.

Going further
It goes without saying that plants only flower for a
short time of the year, so to really get to grips with
identification it is a good idea to be able to identify
plants solely by their vegetative parts. The best guide
for this is undoubtedly The Vegetative Key to the British
Flora (2nd edition, 2020) by John Poland and Eric
Clement. This provides identification to nearly 3,000

taxa (including many aliens). It is in the form of a
series of extensive and innovative keys, sometimes
accompanied by line artworks. It has to be said that
despite the excellence of the book this is not one
for a beginner to plunge straight into. It takes some
practice to use and the terminology, although
precise, can be a little daunting. The latest edition
has all the new Stace names.
The standard Flora that should be on every
botanist’s shelf is the latest edition of the New Flora
of the British Isles (4th edition, 2019) by Clive Stace.
This is the key reference work on our plants, but
like the last book is text-based and illustrated with
occasional line artworks and sets of monochrome
photographs. The comprehensive nature of the
Flora is reflected in its 1,266 pages.

Further advice
There have been numerous lists of preferred field
guides over the years, but in the end it is a matter
of personal choice: some feel photographs provide
a more instant connection with the actual plant,
others that clear artwork is better at portraying key
diagnostic characters. The best guide, of course, is
an experienced botanist who can enthuse you with
their knowledge. BSBI and its county flora groups
run many field meetings up and down the country.
Why not go along and enjoy one of these and find
out what books others use? You can then start to
build up your own set of trusted field guides. But
beware that this can be the start of another hoard
of botanical books!
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PLANT CORNER
Unless you live in a large town or city – which for most AWG members is unlikely – you will probably have, near
you, a field or a part of a field sown with a mixture of comparatively unusual plants. Normally such sowings are
made either to provide cover and food for game birds like partridge and pheasant or as a green manure which
will benefit the soil when it is ploughed back in while it is still green. Sometimes the crop serves both purposes.
Increasingly crops like this may be deliberately sown to provide improved feeding opportunities for wild birds
and to the benefit of many types of insects and other invertebrates.
The idea for this Plant Corner piece was prompted by a query that came in from Gill and Norman Dunn in
Glanton, who have been AWG members for many years. Gill sent me a couple of photos of a plant in flower in
October from a hedgerow near their home. She was intrigued to know what it was.

It has four petals in the shape of a cross, so is therefore one of the
Brassicaceae. Seed pods (right hand photo above) are robust and
prominent, but without the sharp constrictions that you get in
some of these plants.
It had to be a radish, but not the Wild Radish Raphanus raphanistrum
which has seed pods as shown in the top photo on the right. Instead
the pods are plumper, as shown in the lower photo. This pins the plant
down as the fodder version of the Garden Radish R. sativus. It differs
from the actual garden radish in lacking the swollen red roots.
Anyway, having started thinking about this plant which was clearly an
escape from a game cover crop in an adjacent field, I began to check on some of the other species that are often
included in these sowings. The trouble, I discovered, is that when you look on-line you find that seed merchants
supply an enormous range of different seed mixtures to suit different soils and different purposes. The one
thing many of the species have in common is that they are not only not native to the UK, but in fact are rarely
found in the wild here except for occasional rogue escapes like Gill’s specimen. It is also true that even the
escapees are often short-lived. However, it seemed a good idea to pick out a few of the more spectacular and
noticeable species so that perhaps next year when you see a game cover crop you might be able to give a name
to some of the plants.
Some of these seed mixes contain very obvious prominent plants like Sunflowers, Maize and Quinoa (which
incidentally I refuse to pronounce ‘Kinwah’ unless – most unlikely – I am actually in a Spanish-speaking country).
The sunflowers do flower very well and provide a good seed source for birds and small mammals. The maize
has visually rather unimpressive flower heads and in the north of Britain is never going to produce sweetcorn

cobs when grown in open fields like this. Similarly, I doubt whether quinoa plants here will produce a good crop
of ripe seeds to become part of your exotic salads.
So, the species I’ve chosen represent a variety of plant families
and plant types. I’ll start with a composite plant from the
ࢠ left)
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Asteraceae (daisy) family. Chicory Cichorium intybus (࢚
grows quite tall and stately. Its startling blue flowers have
particularly prominent ‘petals’ which, on closer inspection, can
be seen to be the ray florets of a composite flower head. As
well as being a component of game cover crops it is sometimes
cultivated for its young leaves which are blanched and used in
salads. One particular variety has fleshy roots which are
harvested and used as either a coffee substitute or, in many
parts of the world, as a deliberate component of the coffees
commonly drunk. That nostalgic British product, Camp Coffee,
which was first produced nearly 150 years ago in Glasgow and is still sold in some supermarkets for use in coffee
cakes, contains 25% chicory extract.
Gold-of-Pleasure Camelina sativa is another of the Brassicaceae, like the
wild radish at the start of this article. It used to be found, if not commonly,
then at least fairly regularly, as a wild plant of farmland. These days it is
almost always encountered as a casual birdseed species or, as here, in
these game cover crops. The yellow flowers are not individually very large,
but if you come across a patch of the plants they can have a good flowery
look. In game crops their importance lies in the almost spherical oil-rich
fruits which are well seen in the photo (right) and which will be readily
eaten by pheasants. Quite where the rather exotic English name came
from isn’t clear, but apparently if you collect the ripe seeds they can be
mixed with water and used as an egg substitute (?!).
For some reason one of the alternative English names for gold-of-pleasure
is False Flax. Given that the flaxes all have either blue or white flowers, I
suppose the name must relate to a similarity in the oils that can be
extracted from them. The commonest Flax found in game crops is the
annual Linum usitatissimum. That specific name is a real mouthful which
always seems to have at least one more syllable than is either necessary
or pronounceable.
Increasingly, as well as being in the game crops, you’ll come across whole fields
of the plant being grown for the oil that can be extracted. This oil, called
linseed, is used as a component of animal feeds and as a treatment for timber
products – such as traditional British cricket bats. Flax plants are in a family of
their own, Linaceae, which in this country has only five species. You can also
see from the photo (left) why flax is sometimes grown as a decorative garden
plant. Its attractiveness in that context is helped by the fact that you can get
white varieties as well as blue.

Sticking with the blue part of the spectrum, we have the fairly spectacular
Phacelia Phacelia tanacetifolia. It’s one of the few British plants for which
there is no proper English name, so we just use the generic name instead. That’s probably because it is a
comparatively recent introduction to the British flora, although its presence in game crops and as a specific bee
crop means that there are increasing instances of finding it in the wild as an escape, although it rarely persists
for long. The tanacetifolia part of the name is used because the leaves look like those of Tansy or Feverfew

which are both in the genus Tanacetum. As with all members of its family, Boraginaceae, whose commonest
species are the forget-me-nots, the flowers are produced in, wait for it (!), monochasial cymes. These look like
the stylised arrangement shown below. It gradually unfurls as the plant matures and the photo alongside of
mature Phacelia cymes shows that unfurling characteristic.

The last two of the game crop species that I want to describe
are both at the pink end of the colour range. You will all be
familiar with red and white clovers and, as well as being
found in the wider countryside, farmers growing grass crops
for hay and silage will often use a seed mix that includes
clover – which is often referred to as ‘under-sowing’. But in
the game crop mixes a rather taller more vigorous clover is
often preferred, which is where Alsike Clover Trifolium
hybridum comes in. The flowers are usually, as in the photo,
a mixture of white and pink, with the pink being nearer the
base of the almost spherical flower head. As with all clovers
the advantage of their inclusion in seed mixes is that their roots have swellings or nodules that contain
nitrogen-fixing bacteria, so when they are ploughed in they add to soil fertility. All clovers are members of the
Pea family, Fabaceae.
Buckwheat Fagopyrum esculentum is one of the Polygonaceae,
a family that includes the Bistorts and the Docks, as well as the
notorious Japanese Knotweed. When you see it growing you
half expect it to be twining around the stems of the other
plants like its relative Black Bindweed Fallopia convolvulus, but
in fact it grows upright on its wiry stems. Buckwheat used to
be a cultivated crop in Britain because flour can be made from
its seeds, but the yields could never compete with the true
cereal crops and so it fell out of favour.
Thus it really is the case that if, next year, you find a game
cover crop that you can get at without being chased off by the landowner, you could spend a happy couple of
hours with a botanical field guide and a hand lens identifying all the components of the mix. If you don’t have
a field guide other than the Ladybird Book of Flowers, or equivalent, then perhaps you could have a look at
the article in this newsletter that reviews the current crop of guides and treat yourself for Christmas.
Richard

INVERTEBRATE CORNER
KEDS:
More commonly known as the sheep ked, Melophagus ovinus, belongs to the insect Order Diptera, the twowinged flies. Despite this taxonomic designation, keds do not have any wings - these having been lost as a result
of its evolutionary path towards a highly specialized parasitic life. The specific name is derived from the
latin/greek words for ‘honey’, ‘feeding on’ and ‘sheep’ - which allude to its colour, habit and host (see below).

The species was first discovered and named in 1758 by the famous Swedish taxonomist Carl Linnaeus (see
above, right). The adult is 4 to 6 mm long, light- to dark-brown in colour and has a hairy body with a small head
(see below, left). Superficially, it resembles a tick but has only 6 legs (see below, left) the latter having 8 (see
below, right).

The adults are blood-feeding parasites of, primarily, sheep; they insert specially sharp mouthparts into
capillaries beneath the skin. Keds have very strong legs ending in claws which keep them firmly anchored in the
host’s wool. They spend their entire life-cycle attached to the host (much of it as pupae), but periodically move
to the surface of the fleece which increases the chances of transfer to new hosts as the latter come together in
a herd.

Female keds live for up to 6 months and may produce up to 20 larvae, one at a time. The latter are retained
internally and fed on a milky secretion from the uterus. Three larval stages are gone through, followed by a
heavily protected, dark puparium which is attached to the wool (see photo below of male, female and pupa).

Healthy sheep may be expected to harbour around 10 keds, whereas upwards of 400 might be found on a sick
sheep. At such densities, the hosts become severely anaemic. Heavy infestations are controlled by traditional
sheep-dipping in powerful pyrethroid insecticides, such as Ectiban 25®, shortly after shearing. Unfortunately,
many of these chemicals fail to kill individuals that are in the pupal stage, requiring repeat dipping to access
newly-emerged adults or larvae.

The distribution of Melophagus ovinus is virtually worldwide - having resulted from the widespread trafficking
of domestic sheep breeds. Occasionally, the parasite ‘jumps ship’ where, for example, grazing land is shared
between species, as in the case of deer. They may even be found amongst the feathers of larger birds, such as
barn owls, …. scuttling out from the plastic bags of avid bird recorders! Keds can transmit the bluetongue virus.
There is a subspecies, Melophagus ovinus himalayae known from Nepal and Tibet where its host is the yak.

Dudley Williams
Newton on the Moor

STEWCHAT.
In the last piece for the AWG, I highlighted how successful our local coastline has been for rare and interesting
birds this autumn. However, this is always a case of ‘swings and roundabouts’ because the weather conditions
ideal for drifting in uncommon birds is usually very poor for insects being generally breezy, cool and often wet.
As it turned out, the rest of October and early November continued in a similar vein.
From the 14th October the wind was often in the North or North East, bringing hope and encouragement to the
would-be rare bird finder. On that morning 4 swallows over the back of our house were the last ones at Howick
this year, though they lingered at Boulmer for a further week.
A seawatch from Cullernose point turned up a Pomarine Skua and the first Little Auk of autumn, as usual
scudding along at a rate of knots just behind the first breakers.
Up on Holy Island news filtered through of a good arrival of sought-after birds including Red-flanked Bluetail,
Dusky warbler, Barred Warbler, Pallas’s Warbler and Little Bunting. Even more adrenaline inducing was the
presence of a distant small shrike that looked a bit like a juvenile Red backed. Photographs showed that it was
actually a much rarer species than this, it was Northumberland’s first Brown Shrike all the way from Eastern
Asia.
The morning of the 15th found John and myself on the island for 9am. Tension was mounting as the bird had
appeared to fly off 10 minutes before arrival and a good search could not relocate it. As Shrikes are daytime
migrants, the bird could have moved on? While searching we found a Snow Bunting and a nice Merlin, but we
were just about the throw the towel in when it turned up back at its usual spot at the Chare Ends.
It remained distant but enough could be seen to confirm its rare status and to eliminate Red backed Shrike.

Figure 1: Brown Shrike, Chare Ends

A trip to Boulmer the following day, the 16th, to see what had made landfall was largely quiet. The highlights
were 1 Chiffchaff, 9 Crossbills, 6 Twite and a Peregrine.
As birds were still arriving, we went back to Boulmer, forsaking the easier Holy Island option, hoping to find
our own birds. We walked all over Seaton Pont and the village area for little reward so we retired to the car
parked at Seaton Point near the Foxton golf course.
We were finishing tea and cake when John said ‘What’s that? as he looked up the roadside tree. There, right
at the top was a Wheatear, a very late one at that. Straight away it didn’t seem quite right so I moved away to
get a better lit angle on it. It was very pale and sandy so I asked John to get some photos while I popped back
to the car for my camera. Having retrieved it from the boot and started it up, I glanced upwards to see that
our bird had been replaced by a Stonechat.
I looked along to see John stalking the fence line where our wheatear was now perched. In excellent light at a
good angle we could see that the bird was not a common Northern Wheatear but a rare female Desert
Wheatear! Another great bird for Boulmer and a first for the site.

Figure 2: Female Desert Wheatear, Seaton Point.

The rest of October was spent working from home, snatching on bits of birding while out with the dog. A Barn
Owl hunted regularly in day light, a few Fieldfare and Redwings arrived, Crossbills moved south most days,
several thousand Pink footed Geese flew S over our house along with Twite, Brambling, Redpolls and Meadow
Pipits.
On 1st November a walk around Boulmer and Longhoughton Steel had 1 Woodcock, 1 Snow Bunting and a
Black Redstart .
At Howick the first week of the month continued with light visible migration ( viz-mig) over head as birds
continued south with Crossbills, Whooper Swans, Siskins and Redpolls. On 4 th a Great White Egret flew south
just off shore later seen at East Chevington, 2000 Pink footed Geese also passed over.
A small patch of flowering Ivy held 2 Red Admirals, 1 Small Tortoiseshell and 1 Speckled Wood butterfly as
well as several species of hoverfly including Eristalis pertenax, E. tenax, Eopeodes luniger, Syrphus sp,
Helophilus pendulus, Platycheirus albimanus and Episyrphus balteatus. More surprisingly were half a dozen
very late Bumblebees including a few Buff tailed and several Garden Bumblebees.

Figure 3: Eristalis tenax Hoverfly on Ivy

On 5th November even more Pink footed Geese flew south over the garden with parties from 8 am until dark. I
counted at least 2300 South but more were heard and unseen due to house and tree obstructions.
At this time I was pleased to find at least 9 seeded spikes of Broad leaved Helleborines in a new site in our
village that will require a better look next July and August. A few fungi were out with Clouded Funnel, Wood
Blewit and Hairy Curtain Crust.
As autumn comes to a close a rush of winter Thrushes arrived on 8 th November at Boulmer with 70 Fieldfare,
91 Blackbirds, 22 Song Thrushes and 34 Redwings plus 3 Pintails south. Odd Woodcocks were flushed most
days too and Bramblings called overhead.
On the 10th, we had mostly thought that the window for local rare birds was closing, Boulmer came up trumps
again, this time with another Siberian vagrant, a Dusky Warbler, spent 2 days on Seaton Point being very
elusive and giving us a run around.
Now the days are short, and we are in a second lockdown (supposed to be, though on the coast I see little
evidence of this!) what will early winter turn up?

Figure 4: Dusky Warbler in the Notebook. Seaton Point.

Figure 5: Clouded Funnel. Howick

Stewart Sexton, Howick.

NATURE NEWS – OCTOBER.
It has been another disappointing month for weather – rain and wind have predominated. When the weather has settled
there have been several beautiful sunny days. On these days, the autumn colours have been spectacular especially
towards the end of the month.
The planets of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn are still present in the evening sky. Mars is particularly bright in the night’s sky
and is now higher in the eastern sky. Jupiter and Saturn are starting to wane but still can be seen slightly further to the
west.
There have been large movements of birds across the county as waders, wildfowl and passerines head south. When the
winds were in the north, there were very large movements of geese especially Pink-footed. These movements have
continued. Towards the end of the month and into November there have been large movements of Whooper swans. A
flock of 73 birds were seen heading south, east of Belford, on the 5th November.
Fieldfares and Redwings have also arrived in numbers. Some flocks have been 300+ strong. I find it intriguing that the
further west you are, in the county, the more thrushes you seem to find. A visit to a farm in Redesdale in the last week
of October, there were Fieldfares and Redwings everywhere. These were accompanied with small numbers of Blackbirds
and Song thrushes. Another passerine that has turned up in reasonable numbers this autumn, is the Brambling. This
‘white-rumped’ finch will visit bird tables but the best place to find them is where there are stands of Beech as their nuts
are a favourite.
There have been some very interesting rare migrants that have touch-down on the Northumberland coast including
Brown shrike, Desert wheatear, Dusky warblers, Red-flanked bluetails etc. etc….. Days gone by, I would have gone to
see one or two of these birds. Unfortunately, I am no longer interested in standing in a crowd getting annoyed at the
behaviour of so-called bird-watchers and photographers (‘idiots’). An example was the Bluethroat at Boulmer in midOctober. The bird was close to the car park and there was a small crowd gathered – all with cameras that had lenses as
long as my arms. I did not partake in the crows and yet stood to the side at some distance. The views that I had were
excellent. Unfortunately, the ‘idiots’ could not see the bird and gradually moved closer. The bird disappeared into the
Marram and the frustration amongst the ‘idiots’ grew. At this point, I left. Staying any longer, I would have produced a
volley of verbal abuse. Later, I heard one of the ‘idiots’ bragging to a passer-by at the quality of one of his photos. These
people have no interest in the welfare of the bird - it is a tick on their list or another photo for their portfolio.
Despite the weather, some summer migrants were still being found late into the month. Chiffchaffs seemed to be late to
move south as reasonable numbers were still being seen at Hedgeley gravel pits in the last week of October. A juvenile
Swallow and House Martin were seen heading south together on the 1st of November at Boulmer.
Although insect activity has reduced significantly, there are still
species on the wing. I found a patch of Ivy in flower, at the end of
October, on a south-facing edge of woodland. There were a large
number of flies mainly bluebottle types but there were a least four
species of Hoverfly. These included Eristalis pertinax and
Sericomyia silentus. Dor beetles were still being found on south
facing slopes on sunny days at the end of the month.
A visit to a large house close to Glanton produced a surprise on
their lawn – a group of 8 Ballerina waxcaps. This pink waxcap is
relatively easy to identify and is an indicator that a further 10-12
species of waxcaps should be present.
Figure 6: Ballerina waxcap
What to look for: Wigeon on Fenham Flats
The North East is renowned for a number of wildlife spectacles; breeding seabird assemblages on the Farne Islands,
Roseate tern colony on Coquet Island, breeding waders in the North Pennines etc. There is one wildlife spectacle that is
becoming increasingly noteworthy – the Wigeon gathering on Fenham Flats in October. I know that you will have to wait
another year before you see the full effect but timings are not predictable and very weather dependant.

Wigeon are a dabbling duck that can be found on most ponds, wetlands or estuaries from August through to April. A
small number breed in the County, but generally, they are a migrant from northern Scandinavia and Russia. The males
are very recognisable and with care the females can be distinguished from other species.

Figure 2: Male wigeon
Figure 3: Female Wigeon.
Wigeon numbers start to increase on Fenham Flats in September and they reach a crescendo in the middle two weeks of
October. I know this date has passed but I want you to put these dates in your diary for the coming years. Since carrying
out Wetland Bird surveys (WeBS) at Lindisfarne numbers have average about 12,000 birds. In recent years, Wigeon
numbers have increased significantly. The 18th October 2020, was no exception. I arrived and the tide was very low but
the whistles of large numbers of Wigeon could be clearly be heard. A dark line of Wigeon stretched virtually the whole
length of the incoming tide. There was another group loafing on the mud – this flock numbered about 8,000 birds. The
count began and the realisation was that the numbers of Wigeon were huge. It took me four attempts to make sense of
the numbers – there were at least 24,400 Wigeon on my stretch. As the tide advanced, the noise and spectacle grew. At
high tide there was an almost continuous flock of Wigeon about 100m off-shore.
A friend that had turned up to witness the spectacle was left gob-smacked. The Wigeon count for the National Nature
Reserved was estimated to be 26,500 in mid-October 2020 and record in recent years. Unfortunately, as the month
progresses numbers decrease, as birds moved to their wintering grounds on the Ribble, Wash and other suitable estuaries.
November’s count, for the reserve, will probably be around 9,000 birds.
Throw in the numbers of geese, other ducks, waders and Grey seals, this surely ranks with some of the finest wildlife
spectacles in our region.
Stay safe.
Jack Daw

A RINGERS YEAR
OCT 2020: News of several travelling birds came from the BTO this month: saddest was probably that of a young
Kestrel ringed near Lowick in June which was found dead on Cheswick Sands on the 3 rd September. A 2017
ringed owlet from Alnmouth was also found dead near Foxton in August this year. On the other hand a Mute
Swan ringed as a cygnet at Lee Moor Farm, Alnwick in 2018 is apparently currently living happily on the lake at
Woodhorn, nr Ashington. The mad weather we have been having lately has also moved around a number of
birds which are usually noted more for being sedentary including: A Dunnock ringed on the 27/9/20 at Low
Newton, which we controlled at Howick on the 2nd and 18th (clearly it has taken up residence); a Coal Tit also
ringed at Low Newton on the 4/10/20 which was at Howick on the 6th; and a Blue Tit which was ringed at
Hauxley on the 10/9/20 which we have controlled no-less than three times at Howick. More interesting is
perhaps the Great Tit which we ringed at Howick on the 31/7/20 which was controlled by another ringer near
Dunbar, Scotland on the 1st October.
Ringing at Howick during October has continued to be a battle against the weather; although every session we
have been able to conduct has been punctuated by the pleasure of 100’s of Pink-footed geese migrating overhead and on a couple of occasions by Ravens annoying the local Buzzards. Starting on the 2/10/20 we captured
74 birds (27 retraps & 47 new) including four new Mistle Thrushes; a beautiful young (probably female) Kestrel
(see pict.); a Blackcap, two Chiffchaff, and a Lesser Whitethroat (see pict.). These latter three species are of
course all migrating south but while the first two will probably not make it any further than The Gambia the
story for the Lesser Whitethroat might be much more interesting. They generally fly ‘eastwards’ (rather than
directly south) to cross the Mediterranean around Italy or Greece; heading down through Egypt to find
wintering grounds in Sudan, Chad, Eritrea and Ethiopia!
Back again on the 6/10/20 we captured 83 birds (12 retraps & 71 new) with the first bird of the day being a
magnificent male Brambling (see pict.); these large chaffinch relatives having just arrived in from
Fennoscandinavia. Unfortunately, they don’t seem to stay around our ringing station probably due to the lack
of Beechmast. Other species also coming in from the sea included Blackbirds, Song Thrush, Redwing and
Goldcrest. We also ringed a new young Great Spotted Woodpecker and a party of Long Tailed Tits. Still
migrating south were two Chiffchaff but no Blackcaps on this occasion. We also captured an entirely new
species for this site, 11 Redpoll (see pict.). Some of my fellow birders will insist on asking what specific species
‘Lesser’ or ‘Mealy’ but since modern genetics has determined that they are basically the same species I refuse
to spend time on this semantic debate.
Things were quieter on the 8/10/20 with only 44 birds captured (14 retraps & 30 new) but they did include both
Chiffchaff and Blackcap; and three each of Redpoll and Bullfinch. Similarly, on the 16th we captured 49 birds
(18 retraps & 31 new) including a Nuthatch retrap originally ringed back on the 27/9/10 and a Great Tit from
7/10/16. There was a new Blackcap, Bullfinch and Goldcrest.
Starting rather late on the 18/10/20 we did not finish until 15:00 hrs. in the afternoon; after catching 103 birds
(22 retraps & 81 new). The re-traps included a Goldfinch first ringed as an adult in October 2016. There were
several new Blackcaps and a Chiffchaff, all carrying good fat reserves clearly planning to migrate much further
south; Redwing and Blackbirds with little fat, suggesting they had just arrived across the North Sea; only one
Redpoll (presumably having become separated from its foraging flock); and quite a lot of Great Tits and Coal
Tits obviously having started to form up into winter flocks.
Rain and wind prevented any further ringing until the 30/10/20, when after another late start we managed to
capture 50 birds (16 retraps & 34 new). The new birds included 4 Blackcaps all clearly on migration south (having
called in at Howick to re-fuel) carrying significant amounts of fat; and a number of Goldcrest and ‘continental
looking’ Blackbirds.
Best Regards.
Phil Hanmer S Ringer/Trainer; Natural History Society of Northumbria Ringing Group (Hancock Museum). Email: tytoalbas@btinternet.com
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SIGHTINGS OCTOBER 2020
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver
Little Grebe
Manx Shearwater
Great-white Egret
Little Egret
Cormorant
Whooper Swan

Barnacle Goose
Pink-footed Goose
Bean Goose
Greylag Goose
Bar-headed Goose
Shoveler
Wigeon
Goosander
Hen Harrier
Common Buzzard
Kestrel
Goshawk
Merlin
Peregrine
Hobby
Grey Partridge
Woodcock
Jack Snipe
Sanderling
Ruff
Purple Sandpiper
Green Sandpiper
Pomarine Skua
Great Skua
Lesser Black-backed Gull
Little Auk
Turtle Dove
Barn Owl
Tawny Owl
Short-eared Owl
Long-eared Owl
Kingfisher
Hoopoe
Red-flanked Bluetail
Grey Wagtail
Dipper
Desert Wheatear
Wheatear
Stonechat
Black Redstart
Redstart

1 off Holy Island on 11th 27 past Cullernose on 14th
2 at Howick Pool on 19th
3 past Cullernose on 14th
1 at Branton Ponds on 25th
1 at Branton Ponds on 7th 1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 9th 4 at Branton Ponds on 31st
10 at Branton Ponds on 31st
1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 9th 6 over Branton on 16th 10 at Seaton Point on 16th 5 at
Branton Ponds on 31st 10 at Howick Hall on 8th 7 at Dunstanburgh on 23rd 15 at
Low Newton on 28th
Some at Fenham Flats on 7th
160+ over Branton Ponds on 3rd 2000 at Seaton Point on 16th 1500 over Howick
Hall on 30th many at Fenham Flats on 7th
3 of the race fabalis at Fenham le Moor on 18th
780 at Branton Ponds on 18th
2 at Low Newton on 28th
1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 15th 1 at Branton Ponds on 31st
100+ at Branton Ponds on 3rd 24,400 at Fenham le Moor on 18th
18 at Branton Ponds on 31st
1 seen in the area on 1st 1 near Beal on 9th
2 at Howick Hall on 8th
2 at Branton Ponds on 8th
1 over Branton Ponds on 8th and a second bird on 18th
2 on Holy Island on 11th and 1 on 15th 1 at Long Nanny on 28th
1 near Doddington on 5th 1 over Branton Ponds on 8th 1 at Seaton Point on 16th
1 on Holy Island on 25th 1 at Smeafield on 7th and 15th
2 on Holy Island on 5th
3 at Branton on 27th
2 at Howick on 15th
1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 13th
44+ at Seaton Point on 25th
4 at Low Newton on 2nd
2 at Seaton Point on 25th 12 at Craster on 16th
1 at Branton Ponds on 6th 2 at Hedgeley Lakes on 15th and again on 19th
1 past Cullernose on 14th
2 past Cullernose on 14th
1 at Low Newton on 6th
1 past Cullernose on 14th
1 on Holy Island on 6th
1 at Branton on 27th 1 at Craster on 8th
1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 18th
1 on Holy Island on 4th and a second on 15th
1 on Holy Island on 16th
1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 18th 1 at Howick Pool on 19th 1 at Howick Burn Mouth
on 30th
1 at Lynemouth on 23rd
1 on Holy Island on 4th and again on 5th with another bird on 18th
1 at Smeafield on 23rd
1 singing at Hedgeley Lakes on 15th and 2 on 18th
1 at Seaton Point on 18th
1 on Holy Island on 5th
8 on Holy Island on 5th 2 at Hedgeley Lakes on 20th
1 on Holy Island on 5th 1 at Boulmer on 25th
7 on Holy Island on 4th and 1 on 11th

Redwing
Fieldfare
Barred Warbler
Blackcap
Lesser Whitethroat
Chiffchaff
Dusky Warbler
Yellow-browed Warbler
Pallas Warbler
Goldcrest
Willow Tit
Long-tailed Tit
Red-breasted Flycatcher
Pied Flycatcher
Spotted Flycatcher
Treecreeper
Brown Shrike
Great Grey Shrike
Lesser Grey Shrike
Magpie
Raven
Starling
Rose-coloured Starling
Tree Sparrow
Brambling
Crossbill
Twite
Lesser Redpoll
Lapland Bunting
Snow Bunting
INVERTEBRATES
Hummingbird Hawk-moth
Convolvulous Hawk-moth
Speckled Wood
Southern Hawker
FISH
Salmon\Sea Trout
MAMMALS
Weasel
Stoat
Muntjac Deer
Grey Seal
Harbour Porpoise
Bottle-nosed Dolphin
RAINFALL
OBSERVERS

100+ on Holy Island on 3rd and hundreds on 4th 8 at Wooperton on 7th 70+ over
Branton Ponds on 31st 30 at Howick Hall on 6th and 25 on 18th
2 near Longframlington on 7th 220+ over Branton Ponds on 31st 50 at Craster on
31st
1 on Holy Island on 5th and another on 16th and 18th
12 on Holy Island on 4th 6 at Howick Hall on 18th
1 on Holy Island on 2nd 1 at Howick Hall on 2nd
2 at Hedgeley Lakes on 13th 10 at Howick Hall on 6th
1 on Holy Island on 16th
1 on Holy Island on 2nd with 2 on 4th
1 on Holy Island on 16th and a second bird on 18th
Hundreds on Holy Island on 4th 60 at Howick Hall on 6th
1 at Craster on 24th
30+ at Craster on 2nd
1 on Holy Island on 3rd and another bird on 4th
1 on Holy Island on 4th
2 on Holy Island on 4th
1 on Holy Island on 26th
1 on Holy Island on 15th and again on 16th and on 26th
1 at Boulmer on 5th
1 on Holy Island on 4th and again on 5th
4 at Glanton on 19th
2 near Shepherds Law on 10th 2 at Hedgeley Lakes on 18th 3 at Howick Hall on
8th 1 at Middleton on 9th 2 at Dunstanburgh on 8th and 18th
A murmuration of several thousand on Holy Island on 16 th and 18th
1 on Holy Island on 18th
60+ near Branton on 7th
2 on Holy Island on 4th 1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 18th 1 at Howick Hall on 6th
9+ at Seaton Point on 16th 12 at North Bellshill Farm on 17th 11 at Hedgeley
Lakes on 19th 10+ over Boulmer on 25th
6+ at Seaton Point on 16th 20+ near Elwick on 30th 100+ at Long Nanny on 28th
35 near Longframlington on 7th 40 at Howick Hall on 6th
1 on Holy Island on 11th
1 at Holy Island on 15th and another on 26th
1 at Seahouses on 6th
1 at Howick on 7th
1 at Howick Hall on 19th
1 at Howick Pool on 19th
1 of about 10lb seen near Hedgeley on 18th
1 at Fenham le Moor on 18th 1 near Lilburn on 19th
1 at Smeafield on 4th and 13th
1 near Kirknewton on 26th
1 in Craster Harbour on 7th
2 at Craster on 26th
20+ off Craster all month.
100mm
C Brewster, I&K Davison, G Dodds, M&J Drage, A Hall,
P&A Hanmer, K Long, S Reay, J Rutter, S Sexton, D Taylor.

